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PART II - SUMMARY OF COMPLETED PROJECT

Law is a research-orientated profession and legal research is an activity that cost time and
money. Information Technology is now revolutionising the way in which legal research
is being done.

In this work, we have implemented a web-based question answer and

information retrieval system for the Mauritian Judiciary. On the www.lawanswers.me
portal, users can enter their queries freely using natural language. The system processes
the query by extracting the relevant keywords and discard those that do not carry much g
information and then returns the relevant sections of law which contains these keywords
or keyphrases. The system also returns a list of relevant Supreme Court cases. The user

)

can decide on the number of results to be displayed. The user can also wish to have only
the name of the relevant acts be displayed for certain keywords or keyphrases. The
system does not require the user to know how the law is structured or how the
knowledge-base is built in order to benefit from it. The portal can also be accessed via
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mobile devices without compromising any of its facilities or user-friendliness. It is hoped
that the availability of information at the click of a button will help the human resources
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at the Mauritian Judiciary to become more efficient and this will contribute to the
reduction of delays in the disposal of cases. As the old adage goes, ''justice delayed is
justice denied'.
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I. Introduction
The amount of available information in the legal sphere of Mauritius is constantly rising.
Evidence from the Supreme Court's Annual Report 2014 depicts that the number of cases
lodged before the Mauritian Judiciary has widely increased from 126, 645 in 2011 to 133,
423 in 2014 [1].

This has consequently also resulted in a rise in the number of

outstanding cases from 39,336 in 2011 to 46,055 in 2014. On the other hand, the number
of new laws that are being promulgated are also increasing at a much more rapid pace. A
substantial number of amendments are also being made to the existing statutes every
year.

-i

It is commonly reported that access to legal information is a key to administer justice
rightly in any democratic country [2]. However, we also live with the reality that legal

l
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professionals and actors, while operating in a highly intensive information environment
often encounter considerable barriers in their quest to find relevant information or
specific answers to their questions [3]. Lawyers, attorneys, legal professionals and other
actors operating in the legal domain are often on the run for legal information search

J

because they need to be constantly updated about the recent developments in the law,
about legal precedents or even about how justice rendered in a particular case. The legal
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profession is particularly characterised by information and case law abundance and most

)

importantly by a continuous flooding of amendments and additions to the legal statues
[4].

However, in most countries, there is a lack of all-inclusive or complete law

collection and there are in most cases substantial gaps which require attention and
redress. It is also unfortunate to note that unlike other fields, like in the medical field for
example, that equally have tremendous amount of information available, the legal domain
to our knowledge has barely any kind of question answering systems that would enable
actors operating in the legal profession to ask a question in natural language and be able
to get a specific answer to their queries.
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Mauritius' position with respect to access to legal information is also quite restricted.
With the rise of new emerging sectors like the ICT I BPO and the Ocean Economy, there
will be also a parallel rise in the number of upcoming legislations. With all these new
developments, it is progressively more and more difficult for actors operating in the legal
arena to deliver quality work on time. Legal research constitutes a very large portion of
the time that legal practitioners spend in preparing their cases. Information is required in
all aspects for a legal practitioner to effectively deliver to his/her duties. Be it for giving
a legal advice or drafting up a document or even to assist clients in Court, information is
of utmost importance. With these issues in mind and considering the fact that there is a
lack of all-inclusive platform that would effectively help the legal professionals or the
public in general to obtain precise answers to their questions, we propose to develop an
I -
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automatic question answering system to mainly assist and support legal practitioners in
their day-to-day work.

j
This report proceeds as follows. In the next section, we list the main objectives of the

]

proposed system, the achievements, the issues that have been addressed and the scope of
our work. In section III, we give a detailed description of the architecture of question
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answer systems. Section IV gives an overview of related academic works that have been
carried out in the field of question answering. We thereafter give an overview of the
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various existing question answer systems and information retrieval systems in Section V.
Section VI provides details about the implementation of the web-based system. Section
VII describes how the outstanding work after the submission of the progress report has
been tackled and Section VIII concludes the report.
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II. Objectives v/s Achievements
The main objectives of the proposed system are as follows:
•

To create a database of statutes of the Republic of Mauritius;

•

To create a database of past cases;

•

To create a database of other legal materials such as statistical reports;

•

To develop a software, using an appropriate programming language, to allow a
user to ask a question and gets a short and concise answer within a few seconds;

· 1
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•

To evaluate the answers produced by the system;

•

To identify potential weaknesses of the system and to correct them;

•

To disseminate the appropriate knowledge to relevant stakeholders.

The following tasks have been completed between 27 November 2015 and 27 July 2016.
1.

1
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We have downloaded about 600 statutes from the website of the Supreme Court of
Mauritius. Some of these documents have been pre-processed so that they can be
entered into the knowledge base of our question answer system. The documents had
to be converted to text and then split into appropriate sections.

2. We have also downloaded about 500 cases from the website of the Supreme Court of
Mauritius. These have been categorised into their appropriate area of law such as
constitutional law, criminal law, labour law, company law, etc. This categorisation is
important for the Question Answer system in order to increase the relevancy of the
results that have been provided.
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3.

Only acts and judgements have been considered so far in this work. Other legal
materials may be incorporated in a future work.

4. A web-based Question Answer system has been implemented. The user can ask a
query in natural language and receives a relevant reply almost instantaneously.
5.

Some LLB and LPVC (Law Practitioner Vocational Course) students of the
University of Mauritius had been asked to evaluate the system and their comments
were taken into consideration in order to improve the system.

6. Some weaknesses were identified and corrected. For example, several users had
requested that there should be a section from where all acts must be made available.
7. The outcomes from this work will be presented during the Research Week of the
University of Mauritius, which is to be held in September 2016. We also hope to
present this work in an international conference.
3

Ill. Question Answer Systems
A question answering (QA) system is basically a computer program that is designed to
enable users to input a question in the system in a natural language and thereafter the
system processes the question and outputs some results that precisely matches the
question asked by the user. In other words, a QA system therefore accepts queries that
are asked in a natural language or plain language, looks for the appropriate answers in
different available document resources (or knowledge-base) and performs extraction and
frames precise answers to the question asked [5][6].
More than ever before, we are nowadays living in an era where the quest for knowledge
is deeply human.

The various existing information systems and document retrieval

systems bring with them a very large amount of documentation that makes it cumbersome
for users or professionals to retrieve specific answers within limited time. Such systems,
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despite being very common tend to return a whole list of documents and relevant pages
rather than returning specific answers [7]. QA is becoming a fast developing groundwork
area that combines together result from Information Retrieval, Information Extraction and
NLP [8] [9]. In order to return the best possible answers, QA systems query a structured
database of information, also commonly known as a knowledge base.

It may also

formulate the result by combining information obtained from both local databases and
from documents available of the web.

Question answering systems can be broadly classified as closed domain or open domain.
As suggested by its name, the prior category of QA system would be one dealing with
questions of determined domains that could range from health, life sciences, medicines,
legal, automotive maintenance, among others. In most cases, closed domain QA systems

J

have the ability to accept a restrictive category of questions and they tend to have the

J

domain QA systems have the capacity of dealing with questions touching nearly all

ability to respond to descriptive rather than procedural queries. On the other hand, open

domains. Given their ability to depend on both general ontologies and world knowledge,
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such systems would therefore be able to obtain the answers from greater amount of data
[1 O].

In this section, emphasis is laid on the different components which underlie question
answering systems [11] [12] [13]. There are three important phases, which form part of
automatic QA systems, and these are mainly: Question Processing, Document Retrieval
and thirdly, Answer Extraction [14] [15].
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Figure 1: Architecture of a Question Answer System

i. Question Processing
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The first module forming part of a QA system is question processing. It aims mainly at
understanding the question asked by the user in a natural language. At this stage, the QA
system will be analyzing the question asked in natural language and it will be using the
different techniques of NLP such as Syntatic Analysis and Semantic Analysis.

Python

NLTK, Stanford NLP and CoreNLP are some of the tools which are generally used for
this module [16]. Under Semantic Analysis, after receiving the user's question, some
constraints must be imposed in order to limit the possibilities of getting immaterial
answers to the questions asked.

It would be mainly the retrieval engine which is

responsible for handling the user's requests.
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Question Classification

The classification of questions in different categories of sets is an important step in order
to retrieve specific answers to various questions.

-,
-,

The question posed in a natural

language would normally contain the main information that would be required to get the
answers. The type of answer to be answered would depend principally on the type of
questions that have been asked. A tokenizer first breaks the question input into words;
white spaces and stop words such as "and" or "the" are removed as they do not hold any

--1

importance in the question and thereafter, tokens are used for querying.

Question

classification will help in finding entity instanced in the various documents and would

-1
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thereafter, choose the highest expected answer [18].

Focus identification, phrase or

clause detection and frame detection are the various stages carried out by the QA system
in the quest to fund the accurate answer. Focus identification helps in finding the

I

category of answers looked for by the candidate. Question classification that can be used

-,

in question focus can be illustrated in the Table below:

l

Table 1. Type of Questions and Answers

_I

Question Type

Answer Type

When

Time

Where

Place

Why

Reason

Describe

Description

Define

Definition

J

Who, Whom

Person

How old

Age

J
J
J
J
J

How much

Quantity

How long

Distance

What, which, name

Ambiguous

J
J

)
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Query Formulation and Expansion

Query formulation and expansion is a set of methods applied to the input, which help to

11

retrieve document in such a way that it improves the document retriever's performance

I

J.F.K", here the verb is fundamental for finding the correct answer. The text files used for

I

[19] [20]. The focus should be put on how to expand queries. For example, "Who killed

document retrieval may or may not contain the word "to kill" though it contain the word
"J.F.K", on the contrary the documents may contain verbs such as "to murder", "to

-1

assassinate", "to shoot". So a dictionary of such words should be maintained such as

l
l

WordNet [21].

)

-1

Query Expansion with WordNet

WordNet is a lexical database which is available online [21].

It is a dictionary, which

contains noun, verb, adjectives and adverbs with their synonyms.

-[

WordNet allows

expanding words in queries that have a semantic relationship.

l

Query Expansion with Stemming and Lemmatization

-j

In creating a QA system and in NLP, further processing need to be effected so as to
remove punctuations,

_I
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understand complex vocabulary and to normalise

linguistic

variations in the documents. Stemming helps in expanding the query by providing word
variants and derivations [22] [23]. Stemming is usually done using the Porter Stemmer
[24] which is rule-based and it helps in finding the lexeme or the root of the word that
remains unchanged and which is meaningful.

Lemmatization however is a way of

J

finding the lemma of conjugated words and help to find out the original word from which

J

in the query that is otherwise not possible with shortened or unclear stems.

its plural or feminine word has been derived. Lemmatization helps in achieving accuracy

J
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ii. Document Processing
This module performs queries from the natural language question and depending on the
question asked, the information retrieval engine searches for the different documents that
could possibly contain the answers.

The documents can be structured databases, text

files, pdf documents, web pages or any other types of retrievable archives resources.
(

iii. Answer Extraction

l
l

In this module, different techniques are applied in order to retrieve the relevant answer

)

and display it to the user. The three phases under answer extraction are: filtering, answer
ranking and answer generation [17][25].

During filtering, answers which are highly

irrelevant are discarded. The remaining answers are then ranked according to their weight
(a score is calculate based on some factors) before finally outputting it to the user. In

l
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some systems, filtering is done after ranking. For example, only the top 3 or top 20% of
the answers are kept and shown to the user.

)
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IV. Related Works
The literature in the domain of question answering has been very rich and extensive.
Several research papers have been written with respect to closed domain question
answering systems under specific domains like medicine, tourism, music, life sciences,
maintenance, etc. [26] [27] [28]. The aim of this part is to portray mainly the existing
and related works that exist in the field of question answering, not necessarily limited to
the legal domain.

Automatic question answering systems that existed earlier had as principal motive to
provide rapid and natural access to expert knowledge. Its knowledge base was drawn
principally from structured databases. The LUNAR system for example was evaluated
by Woods et al. [29] as being capable of answering questions related to Apollo II moon
rocks for the NASA Manned Spacecraft Centre.

Tahri and Tibermachine [30] used the DBpedia ontology as their knowledge base for
their question answering system. A Support Machine Classifier also used for the purpose
of question classification.

Their research showed an accuracy of 68% which they

claimed to be higher than the Qakis [31] and True Knowledge [32] systems. In the
evaluation part of the system, two hundred questions were used.

)

A closed domain question answering system for the specific domain of tourism was
proposed by Bhoir and Potey [33]. The system's knowledge base was mainly information
gathered from the web and Natural Language Processing techniques are then used to
process the information. Evaluation of the question answering system showed that it was
able to give specific short answers or list to the questions asked in natural language. The
various names of hotels, distances between regions, names of tourist attractions were
some of the questions to which the system could generate precise answers.

Moussa and Kader (2011), from Port-Said University in Egypt, developed a powerful
question answering system named QASYO [34].

QASYO accepts queries in natural
9
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language and uses the YAGO Ontology to return answers [35].

The principal aim of

developing such a system was to create a search experience that would not ask the user to
know specific or technical vocabularies or to understand the system's knowledge base.
The evaluation of the QASYO system had not really been tested in order to be in a
position to assess its ability to answer precisely to queries asked nor are we in a position
to comment on the user's experience. However, results show that the system was found
to be highly superior compared to the internet-scale answering engine, True Knowledge
[36]. Out of the 100 questions used to test and compare the performance of the QASYO
system to that if the True Knowledge answering system, results demonstrated that the
prior system could handle 91 questions correctly as compared to 40 that were handled by
True Knowledge.

-1

Derici et al. (2015) designed a question answer system in the Turkish language and was
implemented for the closed domain of high school geography [37]. Their motive was to
principally support their education.

In terms of architecture, their system was very

similar to that of the deep Question Answering technology used by Watson [38].

I

However, as they created their own data set for their knowledge base and created their
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own questions, it proved to be difficult to compare and assess their system in an objective
manner.

Studies have also been conducted with respect to improving the relevance and
preciseness of answers that question answering systems would generate. This is of high
\

)

relevance to our creation of a question answering system for the Mauritian Judiciary as
we ultimately have as objective to create a system that will be able to generate simple but
precise answers at a time. With respect to improving the relevance of answers, Komiya
et al. (2013) proved that query expansion, web relevance score and translation probability
could significantly help in generating more precise answers [39]. Moschitti, however,
found that considerable improvement can be achieved in a QA system if both the
question and the answers are categorized [40]. Their experiments were based on the
Reuters-21578 dataset.

10
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On the other hand however, Pakray et al. (2011) were of the view that using answer
validation as part of their question answering process doubled the accuracy of correct
answers obtained from 22.8% to 45.8% [41]. Moreover, an approach for selecting the
best answer based on redundancy and the semantic relations between candidate answers
was described by Mendes and Coheur [42]. Their technique showed a 10% improvement
over the baseline experiment. Dong et al. (2011 ), in an attempt to widen the capability of
LogAnswer which is a German question answering system and in an attempt to better
adapt it to QA forums found that meta-classifier could be used in order to avoid
producing incorrect and imprecise answers [43].

Studies carried out by Brill et al. [44] are somehow different from the studies explored
earlier. They differ in that instead of considering methods of improving the correctness
of answers returned by the system, they rather consider strategies to predict the likely
situation where the system is going to return a wrong answer. They consider it as crucial
for a QA system to know the likeliness of an answer to be a correct one in order to choose
not to give an answer instead of giving a wrong answer.

Therefore, in an attempt to

reduce the number of incorrect answers in favour of a 'no answer,' as a 'no answer'
is considered to be better than a bad answer, we can find that Brill et al. incorporates
a sophisticated QA pipeline in the AskMSR system in order to assess all the answers before
display. The researchers are trying to go one step further by trying to predict which
questions are not likely to return a correct answer. Thus, instead of losing time and

I
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unnecessarily increasing network traffic, the system would simply return a 'no answer' to

)

such questions.

One study that is most relevant to our objective of creating a question answer system for
the Mauritian Judiciary was conducted by Quaresma and Rodrigues [45]. As a matter of
fact, our research shows that closed domain question answering system for the Legal
domain is less popular. However, the research conducted by Quaresma and Rodrigues is
of relevance to the aims of this project. Their research demonstrated that they aimed to
have a question answering system for the legal domain with a view to widen and ease
access to legal information. Evaluation of the system was done principally based on
11

�I
180,000 Portuguese

l

documents

that consisted

of Court decisions.

The logic

Programming, ISCO, was a very important technology for their system.

Also, as

numerous answers could exist for the same question, their system had the possibility of

·i

calculating the different answers that could exist and thereafter, they were returned to the

I

system's user. The system was tested against 200 questions that were elaborated and

l

tested by the same jury and results showed that the system could generate 50 correct
answers, 22 imprecise answers and 125 bad answers.

Joining the position of other

authors like Matthew and Nyberg [46], Sasikumar and Sindhu [47] and Quaresma and
Rodrigues also shared the view that for a question answering system to work effectively,
especially in the case of a legal QA system, it is of utmost importance for the system to
be rich in knowledge, have enough synonyms and to have a good representation of the
)

domain. Good ontology is also considered as an important factor.

Another piece of work, which is of high relevance to our proposed objective, is that of
Tirpude and Alvi [48]. The question answering system that has been proposed in this

J

study is mainly a closed domain QA system that had as objective to retrieve legal
documents pertaining to Indian Laws.

The knowledge base used by the system was

principally from legal documents of the Indian Courts.

Their studies showed that

keyword and metadata played a crucial part in retrieving information correctly. Through
the testing and evaluation of their system, they also showed that higher accuracy is
achieved where queries are structured as compared to a situation where a user of the
system would ask random and unstructured queries that are in a non-question form.

)

J

However, when testing their system against 100 random questions, the system could
generate 62 correct answers.

For achieving more precise answer generation, world

knowledge was considered as more important than language knowledge and this was

_J

reaffirmed by Dillon [49] and Molla and Vicedo [50][51].
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V.
An Overview of the Different Existing Question
Answer Systems and Information Retrieval Systems
The objective of this part is to give an apercu of the various question answering systems
and information retrieval systems that exist. This part also elicits the main underlying

·1

differences and approaches of these systems. Given the lesser popularity of QA systems
in the legal domain as enunciated by Molla and Vicedo [50][51], we shall not restrict

-,

ourselves to QA systems in the legal domain, but we shall also touch upon, both some of
the other general purpose question answering systems as well as some other QA systems

-1
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in the general domains. However, irrespective of whether it is a general purpose question
answering system or a restricted one such as one in the legal, medical, architecture or life

)

sciences, all these systems use different ways to process the input provided by users and
to output the answers to the respective inputs. For the purpose of portraying the different
QA and information retrieval systems that exist in both the legal and other domains and
which are popularly used by legal practitioners, legal professionals, students and the
Mauritian public at large, we propose to give an apercu of how the following systems
work: the Supreme Court's of Mauritius website; Lexis Nexis; Google and Google

-i

Scholar.

However, with respect to the general-purpose

QA systems, START,

AnswerBus, AskJeeves and Zapmeta shall be analysed. On the other hand, we shall also

l

compare the general architecture of QA systems that exist in the medical field like
AskHermes and MedQA.
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A. The Website of the Supreme Court of Mauritius
The website of the Supreme Court of Mauritius serves as an important information
system in the legal field especially for Judges, lawyers, attorneys, legal research
assistants, students and the public at large. The website is commonly, if not daily, used
by lawyers and attorneys for their legal research and to prepare their cases' arguments by
referring to the legal precedents.

The website of the Supreme Court is particularly

limited to enable a user to find the various lists of judgments that have been pronounced
by the different Courts of Mauritius namely: The Supreme Court, District Courts, the

13
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Intermediate Court, the Industrial Court, the Court of Rodrigues and the Privy Council.
The figure below illustrates the User Interface for the website of the Mauritian Supreme
Court. The user will principally be able to choose the Court s/he wishes to obtain a
judgment and the specific year in which the judgment was pronounced.
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Source: http://supremecourt.govmu.org/scourt/pubjudgment/pubViewP.do

It can be seen from the above user interface that the options for retrieving information

j

J

pertaining to a case is rather limited as there is at this point in time no such option to

)

enable the user to find a document per area of law, example, cases related to breach of
tenancy agreement or breach of contract. Unless the user know the name of the parties in
the case, document number or date on which the judgment was delivered, it is quite
cumbersome for the user to have relevant information about the case as shown in the
snapshot below.
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Source: http://supremecourt.govmu.org/scourt/pubjudgment/pubDocumentList.do

It is however interesting to note that the user obtains more options like "advanced search"

l

or "browse by alphabetical order" while inputting a login on the Supreme Court website.
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As shown by the above user interface, the document retrieval process is more fine-tuned.

l
l

The user can here at the 'search by' option use the drop down menu and search a
document by inputting a keyword, a subject, a summary or a title.

By selecting 'by

subject' for example, as shown in the picture below, the user is enabled to choose among
a list of values in order to further refine the search.
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Figure 5
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Source: https://supremecourt.11.ovmu.orn/scourt/judgment/searchAdvancedListP.do

Arbitration, appeals, assault, banking law, company law, contract, damages, dangerous
drugs are some of the list of values from which the user can choose. The list of values

)
_J

chosen is then submitted and thereafter, the user can from the interface choose the Court
and the range of years for which s/he wishes to get a case which may be related to
contract for example. A screen shot is shown below:
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Figure 6
Source: https://supremecourt.govmu.org/scourt/judgment/searchAdvancedList.do

From the above, we can see that the Supreme Court website provides for some interesting
tools to search and refine search for a particular document retrieval as compared to a few
years back, where such options were inexistent. However, it can be deduced that a whole
list of documents is still returned to the user. The website is not yet capable for instance
of generating precise answers or specific documents with respect to a search made.

B. Lexis Nexis
Lexis Nexis is also one of the most commonly used commercial tool in the legal
profession and by the students' community for legal information retrieval.

Access to

Lexis Nexis is only possible after logging in and a subscription fee should also be usually
paid by the user in order to benefit from its use. A first look at Lexis Nexis is quite
impressive in terms of the different options it offers to the user. A look at its basic user
interface shows that Lexis Nexis has the ability to extract information pertaining to cases,
legislations, e-journals, forms and precedents, among others. This is shown below:
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However, for the purpose of this sub-part, we shall limit us to the different options that
Lexis Nexis offers to the user for case' extraction and finding information pertaining to
legislations. By clicking on the 'cases' icon, the user is presented with an interface where
s/he is given the possibility of doing a basic search and an advanced search, which is
optional as shown by the screenshot below:
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Source: https://www.lexisnexis.com/uk/legal/
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Under the basic search, the user is able to look for a particular case by the parties' name
and by its sources which may vary from 'All England commercial cases', 'All England
Law Reports, All England Law Reports European cases, among others. Moreover and
interestingly, under the 'search terms' option, the user is able to enter some key words
that could further help Lexis Nexis to refine his/her search. For example, a user might
not always have information about a particular case law. In such an instance, Lexis Nexis
enables the user to locate cases that could be categorized under one particular area of law.
For example, by entering "breach of tenancy agreement, in the white box of 'search
terms,' the user is able to find cases that are related to 'breach of tenancy agreement' or
where these words could potentially appear as shown in the figure below:
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Figure 9
Source:https://www.lexisnexis.com/uk/legal/search/casessubmitForm.do#Oll.lUDGMENT-DATE.D,J-1.$PSEUDOLOSK.A.Hllll

However, under the 'Advanced search' interface, the user is given additional options
which could further fine-tune his/her search for a particular case law. A user may under
the 'judgment date' dropdown choose when the case was decided as shown below:
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Source: h l1ps://www. lexisnex is. corn/uk/legal/search/flap.do? flap!D=cases&random=O .2 9 596412990662546

Moreover, s/he can also choose the Court dropdown menu where s/he could choose one
or more Courts before which the case appeared. The cases can also be looked up by the
name of the Judge(s) or Counsel who appeared in that case. With respect to finding a
particular legislation, Lexis Nexis also offers the user some interesting tools that help
him/her obtains the desired results. The user's interface for finding a legislation shows
that users are able to select between the versions of the law. Very often, Parliament
brings amendments to existing laws, make directives or regulations under an existing law.
It is very important for those working in the legal domain, especially Judges, lawyers and
attorneys to keep track of these changes especially when they have to prepare their cases
and their arguments. This is a big barrier that legal professionals often face. There are at
many times lack of information about all those historic developments, thereby making it
difficult for them to be able to trace back any, if not all amendments which have been
brought to a particular law. However, we can find that this option exists in Lexis Nexis.
Indeed, the user may choose between getting the current version of the law or the
historical version. The user may search by title, the year in which the law was enacted
and may interestingly also look for a specific provision in a law instead of whole act.
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C. Google v/ s Google Scholar
Nowadays, Google is also used as the most common question answering system in the
world. A difference is here made between the traditional Google interface and on the
other hand, that of Google Scholar.

Behind the white box appearing on Google's

interface, there are several important steps behind the search query's ride. Indexing the
web's content is the first crucial step in Google QA system. Ranking comes next and at
this stage of the query, the system finds the most relevant answers to the user's query.
Google also offers the option of auto-completion, where the user is given a forecast of
what he might actually be typing in the white box. With respect to understanding the
user's query, Google QA system will return the question asked to Google through the
Internet. This is where indexing plays a major role. By parsing the question, Google will
figure out what was the user's intent and using indexing, the system generates the best
results to the user's query. At this stage, 'snippets' are also used to present to the user the
most appropriate answers to the question asked.

l

On the other hand, Google Scholar is also a question answering system which answers to
questions written in natural language. Google Scholar follows the same steps as Google
for retrieving information. However, the Google Scholar interface is somewhat different
to that of Google.

It offers to the user some additional tools like 'Case Law' and

'Articles' and it also enables the user to do an advanced search where the results could be
restricted to authors, subject area, publication date, among others.

In terms of

information presentation, Google Scholar shows the results that are mostly cited.
However, with respect to determining citations for a specific article, Google Scholar is

J

criticized for extracting a reference list that is short and it is also criticized as being
capable of citing articles that are only electronically available [ 51] [ 52]. Despite being a
great tool for legal professionals and students or for the public in general to carry out
preliminary literature work or to obtain past cases, yet, Google Scholar is criticized as

'i

_J

J
)

_J

J

being limited in terms of editorial work and it does not contain statutes or regulations
[53].
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D. General Purpose Question Answering System (Open-Domain)
1. Zapmeta

This QA system is basically a meta-search engine which makes use of various search
engines under one interface. It thus allows users to ask questions in a natural language
and like Google, Zapmeta finds and ranks the most relevant answers to the user's query
and it also offers the option of auto-completion where the user is given a forecast of what
he might actually be typing as a query. This is show below:
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Figure 11
Source: http://www.zapmeta.com

Given that Zapmeta extracts information from several search engines, it avoids the user
from having to spend time and search through the various search engines on an individual

J

J
J
J
J
J

J

)

basis to find the answer to a particular query [54]. Thus, by having a meta-search engine,
Zapmeta would give its results by using data from various existing engines.
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2. START Question Answering System

l

START is also a question answermg system which answers to questions in a natural

-,

language and which instead of returning a whole paragraph or text, it specifically answers

·1

which is successfully operating since December 1993 [55].

l
l

input by a user. In simple words, the software parses the query, a matching exercise is

-,

to the questions asked. START is one of the very first QA system that is web based and
START comprises of a

knowledge base against which it compares the queries obtained after breaking down the

thereafter done where the question parsing is matched against the system's knowledge
base. The relevant part of the query segment is then presented to the system's user [56].
START also uses an approach known as natural language annotation to unite the users to

,--)

the information require [57]. By using this method, START is also able to deal with any
kind of input ranging from text, pictures or even videos.

-,

-J
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l

START, the world's first Wcb-basl!.d question answcrtng system, has been on-line and continuously operating since December, 1993. It has been developed by Boris Katz and his
associates of the. Infolab Group at the MIT Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. Unlike infonnation retrieval systems (e.g., search engines}, START aims to
supply users with "just the right lnformauon," instead of merely providing a list of hits, Cum.:mly, the system can answer millions of English questions about places (e.g., cities,
countries. lakes, coordinates, weather, maps,dcmographics, political and economic systems), movies (e.g .• titles, actors, directors), people (c.g., birth dates, biographics},dictionary
definitions, and much, much more. Below is a list of some of the things START knows about, with example questions. You can type your question above or sclcct from the following
examples. less ...

J

Geography

Science and Reference

• What South-American country hos the largest populntion?

• whars the largest city in Florida?
• Give me the states that border Colorado.
• What cirics arc within 250 miles of the capital of l!aly?
• How many pcopk Jive in Israel?
• Show me a map of Denmark.

J
_)

J

• What is Jupiter's ntmosphcre made of?
• Who first discovered radiocarbon dating?
• How far is Neptune from the sun'?
• Why is the sky blue?
• What planet has the smallest surface area?
• How many feet arc there in a kilometer'!

Figure 12
Source: http://start.csail.mit.edu/index.php
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3. AnswerBus Question Answering System
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l
l
l
l
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The AnswerBus system is another open-domain QA system. It provides the user with the
possibility of not only asking the question in English but in five additional languages as
well. However, the output is given only in English. The system uses five main portals
(search engines) in the quest to find the most suitable answers to the queries asked by a
user. By using those portals, AnswerBus thereafter locates potential answers and
sentences from the webpages. A description of how AnswerBus works can be grouped in
five main steps. At the first step, the system accepts a question in natural language and
verifies if it is in English. If not in English but is rather in one of the five other languages
accepted by AnswerBus, the system uses a tool known as 'Babelfish' so as to translate

)

the question in English. Three search engines are then chosen to obtain information for
the query and then, the system models queries for the user input. AnswerBus then
connects to the different portals to fetch the relevant information. At the fourth step,

I

AnswerBus selects relevant sentences to form the answer to the question as formulated by

--,

the user. In the first place, the system, through parsing, breaks down the documents into
sentences and through word matching, it assesses if a sentence id a potential answer to

-,

the user's query. At the last step, AnswerBus displays the sentences along with their
links according to the order in which they are relevant [58].

J
4. Ask.com {Ask Jeeves)

J

J

Ask.com system, originally known as AskJeeves, possesses several portals.

)

Like

AnswerBus and START, this QA system allows the user to ask queries in natural
language. After submission of a query by a user, Ask.com reformulates the query and

J

matches the sentences against the web [59]. Answers are commonly answered on the fly

J

basically works in the similar way as the other QA systems discussed above. One point

_I

according to their popularity, Ask.com on the other hand, ranks answers according to

or are extracted form a list of frequently asked questions.

At the backbone, Ask.com

worth noting however is that as compared to Google, which ranks he possible answer

topic communities and editorial functions [60].

_I
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E. Closed-Domain Question Answering Systems for the Medical
Domain
Like it is for the legal domain where the amount of information and existing
documentation is so large, similarly, the medical domain also possesses a very large
amount of documentation and very often, professionals in the medical field make use of
QA systems in order to obtain specific answers to their medical queries [61].

purpose of this sub-part, we analyse the approach and architecture of two common
medical QA system: AskHermes and MedQA.

1. AskHermes

-1 ' )

l
l
l
l
J
J
J
J

For the

This QA system has the capacity of answering to complicated medical questions and to
extract answers that are specific to the query asked [62].

Like the other QA systems

discussed above, AskHermes enables the user to input the question in natural language.
AskHermes'

knowledge base is principally built from Wikipedia, documents from

eMedicine, among others. What is however particularly singular to AskHermes is that
the system categorises the queries in twelve general topics [61]. The aim of it is to make
it easier to retrieve information.

Moreover, with respect to the answer presentation,

AskHermes uses mainly a clustering technique as questions asked in the medical field are
often found to be long and related to several topics [63]. Instead of returning a list of
documents based on ranking as output, as compare to other QA systems, AskHermes
returns answer passages that are structurally clustered based on content-bearing query

)

[62].

J
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Introduction
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l

Health care providers oOcn have questions regarding the core of their patients, and published medical literature
and onlinc medical resources arc important sources for answering such questions and consequently improve
quality ofpaticm care. Although there arc some annotated medical knowledge databases, including UpToDatc
and Thomson Micromcdcx, available to health care providers with questions. studies have found that health
care providers oflcn need to consult primary literature for the latest infcrmetion in patient care. To meet this
need, information retrieval systems including: Pub�cd return lists of retrieved documents in response to user
queries, but such searches ollcn yield large sets of documents numbering in the hundreds nnd sometimes
thousands or more. While health care providers usually have limi1cd time to browse rcuicvcd information, and
studies indicate that physicians arc likely to abandon a search if it takes longer than two minutes.
In order 10 help health care providers quickly and efficiently answer the questions that arise during 1hcir
meetings with patients, we have created Ask1Il3RMES, n computational S)'Stcm that automatically analyzes
lruyc sets of documents pcnaining to specific questions and generates short text from them as output. The
system is designed to enable providers to ctllcicntly seek information in clinical settings.

-1
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Figure 13
Source: http://www.ask:hermes.org/index2 .html
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2. MedQA

MedQA is also a popular QA system used by medical practitioners and is different from

l
l
J

AskHermes with respect to question classification. The present system will classify the
query asked by a user into a specific question type and for which a particular answer
strategy will be used [64]. Moreover, documents are extracted principally from the web
and from Medline. After extracting the answer, the system interestingly summarises the
text obtained, whereby unnecessary sentences are dismissed.

It then compresses the

sentences into a logical summary. The user thus obtains a condensation of the sentences
in the form of a summary.

J
J
J
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J
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F. Comparison of Answers by different Question Answering
Systems
Table 2: Different ways in which different QA systems answer to complex questions

Sample Question: What is judicial review and what are the different stages in a
judicial review process

' �)

Google

As answers we get several links that contain the answer principally to
the first part of the question. However, with respect to the second part
of the question, the user still has to open and go through the different
proposed link to get information about the different stages in a judicial
review process.

Google

In Google Scholar, the user, as compared to google.com, barely
obtains information any information on the first part of the question.
With the "Articles" option activated, Google Scholar also returns
several links from different websites and through which the user has to
skim through in order to obtain answer to the second p art of the

Scholar

question. However, if the user clicks on the "case law" option on
Google Scholar, s/he obtains a series of cases that relate to judicial
review but which still do not provide precise answers to the question
above.

I
Zap meta

Unlike both systems mentioned above, Zapmeta replied to both parts
of the question in the very first answer it gives back and also returns
several links which could contain the answer to both parts of the
question.

START

Unlike Zapmeta, START replied perfectly to half of the question only
while the second part remained totally unanswered. With respect to
the question's first part, the answer is extracted from Wikipedia.

AnswerBus

As answers, we obtained several links, which could contain answers to
the first part of the question but not to the second part.

Ask.com

Like AnswerBus, Ask.com also returned several links to the user,
which could possibly answer to the question. By clicking on the first
link returned by ask.com, we obtained a document that gives answers
to both parts of the question asked but, the user still needs to open the
links and go through the documents rather than obtaining a precise
answer to the query.

I

J
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By analyzing the output we obtained on the several QA systems; we can deduce that
Zapmeta, Ask.com and Google.com are more reliable since the output we received
matched our query to a certain extent. However, we can also say that though being
reliable, the above systems are not perfect, especially in terms of accuracy of answers.
One common aspect that could be found in all the above QA systems is that they all
practically return several links which the user will have to open and search through in
order to obtain a correct answer to his/her query. Ideally, the user would expect a QA
system to have capacity of understanding and analyzing the question that a user has asked
in natural language. However, after analyzing the outputs obtained from the different
systems above, we can deduce that they are far from being able to find precise answers.
Worst, at times, the systems return completely irrelevant answers.
)

j ")
The basic approach to answer questions in a question answering system is to apply
natural language processing and information extraction.

Currently, natural language

processing techniques, POS tagging, WordNet, among others are being used in question

1

answering systems [21]. Research has also found that the performance of the QA system
relies on the number of possible solutions in the document.

Upgrading question

answering and answer processing are also regarded as two essential components in a QA
system. Question processing comprises firstly of question classification and secondly,
question reformulation. The former component points out the kind of question and its
respective answer, while the latter component transforms the question in a format which
is easily understood by the system. Answer processing however comprises of candidate
answer ordering and filtering and a validation portion which facilitates communication
with users.

)
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VI. Implementation

l

In order to develop this question answer system, we had to learn how to use the following
tools in an efficient and productive manner.

HTML5
HTML5 is the latest evolution of the standard that defines HTML with new elements,
attributes, and behaviours, and a larger set of technologies that allows more diverse and
powerful Web sites and applications. HTML5 has several advantages compared to the
previous version. It provides better semantics which allowing us to describe more
precisely what our content is.

css
Cascading Style Sheets, most of the time abbreviated as CSS, is a stylesheet language

l

J

used to describe the presentation of a document written in HTML. CSS describes how the
structured element must be rendered on screen.

PHP
PHP is a general-purpose programming language which is most often use for server-side
programming. PHP is used to perform processing on the web server. PHP is one of the
most important tools that have been in this project. PHP originally stood for Personal
Home Page but now the meaning has changed to Hypertext Preprocessor.

MySQL
MySQL is a freely available open source Relational Database Management System
(RDBMS) that uses Structured Query Language (SQL). SQL is the most popular

J
J
J
_J

J

language for adding, accessing and managing content in a database. It is most noted for
its quick processing, proven reliability, ease and flexibility of use. MySQL is an essential
part of almost every open source application. MySQL has been used as database server as
it is free, is widely used and there are plenty of free tutorials to explain how to use it and
what to do when errors are encountered.
29
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The online Question Answer System has been developed using the above technologies.

Welcome to our Legal Support System.
To use this service, you should type In your queries or questions in the search box above and either press the Enter key or click on the Search
button.
The system also accepts short phrases in double quotes, e.g., "consututton of maurttlus", which may be followed by other keywords. Using
double quotes may help you find the relevant Information faster.
By default, two <2) results are displayed for queries. However, you may choose the number of results (1, 2, 5, 1 o, 20, 50) from the list provided.
If you wish to display only the names of acts which contain your keywords, you should tick the acts checkbox and then press the Enter key or
click on the search button.
Currently, the system Is limited only to few acts/statutes and few cases.
Kindly send us your feedback via email so that so this service can be Improved for the benefit of legal practitioners, academics. students and
even the public.
Thanks and regards
Project coordinator

l

Figure 14. Home Screen for the Question Answer System

Figure 14 above shows the main screen for the question answer system. One of the main
objectives of our work is to provide a simple graphical user interface for users to interact

J

with the system. The complexity will reside in the query processing and answer
processing modules. The idea is to make the system useful not only to legal practitioners
who know how acts, cases and other legal reports are structured and who has their own

�I
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legal jargons to refer to legal entities but also to the laypersons who do not use legal

J

terms. Our system allows a user to input his/her query using natural language, i.e., there
are no specific rules to follow. He/She can type anything he/she wants in a free style.
Through a number of examples, we will explain how the system works and how to make
the best use of it.

30
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Example 1: Query in natural language

powers of parliameur parliament way make pronsion·- (a) for the :i.cquisitiou of cuiztmhip of urauririus by persons \\110 MC not eli�1blc or ·,,110 arc
no longer eligible 10 become cnuens of urauritius by virtue of this chapter, for depri\ing of his citizenship of mauririnv any person who is 1 citizen of
manrtrtns otherwise than by virtue of secncu .::o. �::! or �3: for the renunciaticn by any person of his rttizenship of mauritlus: or for the mauuenance of a
register of citizen; of uiaurtnus \\110 are also cuizens of other countries.
PA..;,,J I · CO'<�UJUJIQ" I 068 7:J
interpretatiou and sa\·iuis chapter ni? citizenslup persons ,.,110 became citirens on 12 uiarch 1968 persons entitled to be registered as cinzens persons
born m uiauritius Jtler 11 march 1968 persons born outside urauritlus after 11 m.irch 1968 marriage to a citizen of uraurirlus ccnuuonweelni citizens
powe1-s of parliament .:!O. 21. 22. �3.
PART l · CONSTITUTION 1968 74

Related Cases:

Figure 15. Sample Query 1 and Corresponding Answer

Figure 15 shows the answer returned by the system in response to the question <what are
the powers of the Parliament of Mauritius?>. In this case, we have been very lucky in

l

that the system has been able to return what can be considered as the best answer for this
question. This answer comes from the Constitution of the Republic of Mauritius. The
name of the act has been displayed below the answers. The user can click on the name in
order to open it in a browser or download it to a computer or smartphone. Currently the

J
J

system does not return the section number. Related cases are also returned. In this case,

J)

Our query processing module is able to extract the important terms from the query. For

J

no answers have been returned. Our knowledge base consists of only few cases for the
time being.

example, in this case, the keywords were powers, Parliament and Mauritius. The selected
keywords are also highlighted in the answer. The system is case insensitive in that it
makes no difference between lowercase and uppercase characters. The system returns
two answers (by default) but the user can also choose to display any number of answers
between one (1) and fifty (50) by choosing the relevant value from the <No. of results>
drop down box ..

J
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ccnrrol of liquidator by off1c1al receiver where a person other than the offici:'11 receiver is 3 prcvisicna) liqmdator or liquidator. the official receiver-- (a)
shall take cogrusance of h.is conduct and. 1f the liquidator does not faithfully perform tus duties and duly observe all the requirements imposed on lnm, or
contnbutory in th.it beh.1lf. inquire into the matter and take suet; action as he uunks fit (b)
if a complaint ts made to the official receiver by a creditor or
nnv require the liquidator to answer any uiquuv and provide any informancu or documents in relarion to my windlll¥ up in wtiict; he is tug.aged: may
apply to the court to examine him or any other person on oatll concerning the ,nndw� up of the ccmpauy; may direct an examination to be made of the
books and vouchers of uie hqu1d:uor: and may refer Ute matter to the directer.

INSOLVE'IC:Y ;l,CT '982'Ql
sub-pan e "! transactions involving self-interest meaning of "interested disclosure of interest avoidance of transacuons effect on third parties application
of sections 149 amt 150 in certain cases interested director may vote me of ccuipauv information meaning of .. relevaut interest" relevant interests to be
disregarded in certain cases disclosure of share dealmg by directors restrictions on share dealm� by directors sub-part f? miscellnneous provisions
relating to directors proceedings of board remuueratiou and other benefits standard of care and civil liability of officers indemnity and insurance duty of
directors on insolvency sub-part g ? secretanes secretary registrar may approve finu of corporation for appointment as secretary qualificatious. of
secretary duties of secretary notice to be g'i';-eu of removal or resignatio» of secretary part xii ? enforcement interpretation of part xii sub-part a ?

injuncnous 15S.
CO'.IP..\'.\�"S ACT 2001197
uee of infonn:mou and advice (1) subjec; to subsection (2). :I dirfcrol· of a comp,ul�·. l!!j,j ... j .. ( .. (.. 4 .• 11rmm41il!uLJ 35 a <ILr,cfOr, m.iy·
rely en reports. statements. and financial data and ether infcnuatron prepared or supplied, and on professional or expert advice given, by any-- (a) (b)
employee of the ccuipauy whom the directer believes on reasonable grounds 10 be reliable and competent 111 relation to the matters concerned:
professroual adviver or expert m relatrou to maners which the director believes on reasonable grounds to be witlun the person's professiona! or expert
competence: orner directer or ccmminee of directors upon which the director did uct serve in relation to matters within the director's or committee's
designated authontv.

C:O�J?c\'ll"S ACT '0011°7

Figure 16. Sample Query 2 and Corresponding Answer

Figure 16 shows the answer returned by the system in response to the question <what are

l
l

the duties of a company director?>. Here also, the system has been able to extract the
important keywords which are duties, company and director. These are highlighted in the
answer. Five (5) results have been returned in this query, although only the first three

�J
J
J
J
J
J
J

J
J

have been displayed above. The third extract is the best answer as it comes from Section
143 of the Companies Act 2001 which list the duties of company directors in much
details.

)

It is also good to point out that Section 143 is a very long section, as compared to others,
and it is also one of the sections that are referred to the most often in relation to cases on
the Companies Act 2001. Thus, it is important for our system to offer a good answer for
such an important area of law. As future work, we can implement a facility to display the
full section of the law to the user. The answers that are returned can also be ranked
according to some criteria and then reordered, starting from the most relevant ones to the
less relevant ones.
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precursors. materials and equipment any person who unlawfully produces. manufactures. imports. exports. transports. offers. sells. distributes.
delivers on any terms whatsoever. consigns. dispatches. purchases or offers to purchase or holds precursors. equipment or materials-- (a) (b) for
the purpose of using them in or for the unlawful cultivation. production or manufacture of dangerous drugs: or knowing that the precursors.
equipment and materials are to be used for any of the purposes specified in paragraph (a). shall commit an offence and shall. on conviction. be
liable to a fine not exceeding 500.000 rupees and to impnsoumenr for a term not exceeding 15 years.
DANGEROUS DRUGS ACT �000 31
unlawful use of d111g.; ( l) any person who unlawfully-- (a) (b) (c) smokes. inhales. sniffs. COllSU!Ue�o;-ad7nuu;iers to iunsel{i�l :\11)" \\·ay
whatsoever. any dangerous d111g: possesses. purchases. offers to purchase or transports :U1y dangerous drug: has in his possession any pipe.
in connection with smoking. inhaling. sniffing. consuming or the administration of any
syringe. utensil. apparatus or other article for use
dangerous d111g. shall commit an offence and shall. on conviction. and subject to subsections (2) and (5). be liable to a fate not exceeding
50.000 rupees and to uupnsouuieur for a term not exceeding 2 years.
DANGEROUS DRUGS ACT 2000 31
incitement to cfi11g o-ffence, :u1d tu1lawful use-:1ny ptrsou \Vho tuilawfully-: (a) by any me�UlS \\'hatsoever. directly or ii1directly-ii1cites others to
commit anv of the offences specified i.11 this act. even when such incitement is without effect: by any means whatsoever, directly or indirectly
incites other; to make (b) unlawful use of dangerous elm gs or of substances presented a, having the effects of such drugs. shall commit an
offence and shall. on couviction. be liable to a fine not exceeding 500.000 rupees and to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 15 years.
D ..J,..'<GEROUS DRUGS .-\.CT 2000 31
driving while under influence of a dangerous drug ( l) :111v person who drives a motor-powered land vehicle, steers a motor-po,,·ered marine
craft or flies a motor-powered aircraft while under the influence of a dangerous drug which he has used in an unlawful manner, shall commit an
offence and shall. on couviction. be liable to a fine not exceeding 10.000 rupees or to a term of imprisonment not exceeding 5 years.
D..\.NGEROU. DRUGS ACT 2000 31
offering or selling for personal consumption (1) any personwho tm!a1,fuliy-0Jfers. offers to bt1y."°sells. offers to-sell. distributes-oroffus to- - -•
distribute :u1y dnngerous d111g to a person for his personal consumption shall commit an offence and shall. on conviction. be liable. to a fine not
exceeding 500.000 rupees and ro imprisonment for a term not exceeding 15 vears.

DA'\iGEROUS _DRUG_S

· WI ·1000 31

Figure 17. Sample Query 3 and Corresponding Answer

It is not important that questions are always posed in a question like manner. As

J

mentioned earlier, the system is very flexible and the user can input his/her search query
in a free style. For example, in Figure 17, we have entered three keywords namely
dangerous, drug and imprisonment. The idea was to see whether the system can tell us
what the penalty for dealing in dangerous drugs is. The system has returned five (5)
extracts from the Dangerous Drugs Act 2000 which deals with the unlawful use of drugs.
In this scenario, it is not possible to say what the best answer should have been as there

J

J
J
J
J
J

are numerous offences which involves using or dealing in dangerous drugs and therefore
a large number of the fifty-nine sections of the Dangerous Drugs Act 2000 contains the
words dangerous, drugs and imprisonment. Nevertheless, the system has returned the
relevant acts and some relevant sections. The user can click on the hyperlink to open the
act in a browser for further research.
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penalty for murder and mfanticide (1) ,uy person wtio is convicted of--(>) murder or murder of" newly bom child. shall be sentenced to perk1l
ser,imde for life or. where the court is satisfied thar substantial and compelhng circumstances exist which justify the imposition of a lesser

sentence and has entered those circumstances on the record of the proceedings. for a tt1111 nor exceeding 60 year�: attempt at murder or attempt
at murder of a ue\\·11· bom child. shall be liable to penal servitude for life or. where the court is satisfied tlh1l substantial and compelling
circumstances exist wh.ich justify the imposition of a lesser sentence and has entered those circumstances on the record of the proceedings. for a
term nor e:rctediug 60 years.
CRI�IINAL CODE 1S3S 7;
taking command of armed force any person ,,110-- (a) (b) (c) without lawful right or reason. takes the conunand of an armed force. troop. fleet.
squadron. man of war. fortified place. post. port or town: continues to hold any military command against the order of the govenuueut: or being
a commander keeps hi, army or troops embodied after the disbanding or dismissing of the same has been ordered. shall be punished by penal
servitude for life or. where the court is satisfied that substantial and compelling circumstances exist which justify the imposition of a lesser
sentence and has entered those circumstances on the record of the prcceedmgs. for a term not exceeding 60 years.
C:R!MIN,\L CODE 183$ 7l
ploniug with f0reigu p�wer· (1) any per cu who de\"isCS any p!Ot or-kCeps up intelligC'Uce \\ith-atly forCig.n pOO°efor the agetltof a foreign po� in order to move or stir it up to commit hostilities or levv war against the state. or to procure for it the means of so doJUg. shall be punished by-(a) penal servitude for life or. where the court is satisfied that compelling reason; exist which justify the imposition of a lesser sentence and has
specified the reason; on the record of the proceedings. fol' a renn not exceeding 60
and forfeiture of property.
CR!'-.!Dl AL CODE !S3S 7,

Y•••�=

inducing or compelling president 111 the exercise of "any lawful power any person who. by force or violence, induces or compels the president to
exercise or refrain from exercising in any manner any of the powers vested in him by law, shall commit an offence and shall. on conviction. be
liable to penal servitude for life or. where the court is satisfied that compelling reasons exist \Yhich justify the impcsitiou of a lesser sentence and
has specified the reasons on the record of the proceedings. for a term not exceeding 60 years.
CR!l\lIX.lJ. CODE 1838 71
62. stirring up cml war any attempt or plot. the object of which is to stir cml war by arming or by inciting the inhabitants to arm themselves
against one another. or carry devastation, massacre or plunder into one or more distncts. shall be punishable by penal servitude for life or. where
the court is satisfied that compelling reasons exist which justify the imposition of a lesser sentence and has specified the reasons on the record of
the proceeduigs. for a renn uot exceeding 60 �·ears.
!;:RIMIN,\T COD• 1S3S 73
inciting officer to mntiny any person who attempts ·to bribe. corrupt or seduce from his duty ;uiy officer or other person belonging to the state's
land or sea forces. or attempts to incite him to mutiny or disobedience. shall be punished by penal servitude for life or. where the court is
satisfied that substantial and compelling circumstances exist which Justify the imposition of a lesser sentence and has entered those
circumstances on the record of the proceeding«. for a te1111 not e<ceedlng 60 yearv,
CRI'-.-IIK.lJ. CODE 1838 73
arson causing death in all cases specified in section 346. where the fire caused the death of one or more persons. being h, the place or v-ehicle set
ou fire at the moment of the fire breaking fonh. the puuishment shall be penal servitude for life or. where the court is satisfied that compelling
reasons exist which justify the imposition of a lesser sentence and has specified the reasons on the record of the proceedings. for a renu not
e:cceecling 60 years.
CRIMIX.lJ. CODE IS3S 73
60. inciting citizen to rise up in anus every attempt or plot the object ofwtuch is to excite th; citizens or other inliabitants of mauritius to arm•
themselves against the state. shall be punished by-- (a) penal servitude for life or. where the court is satisfied that compelling reasons exist which
justify the impcsmon of a lesser sentence and has specified the reasons on the record of the proceedings. for a renn not e<ceeding 60 years:
and forfeiture of property.

CR!Ml"-',\L c9pE (S1S n
stirring up war against the state any person \1110 stirs up war against the state shall commit an offence and shall. on conviction. be sentenced to
penal servitude for life or. where the court is satisfied that compelling reasons exist wlucl; justify the imposinou of a lesser sentence aiid has
specified the reasons on the record of the proceedings. for a t•11U not exceeding 60 years.
CRIMIX.lJ. CODE 1838 73

l

(3) nomithstai1ding subsection (2). any person convicted of an offence uucler section 29 (2) or 30 shall be sentei1ced to a fine not exceeding 2
million rupees together with penal servitude for a tenn not e«eediug 60 year<. where it is averred and proved that. ha\·u1g regard to all the
circumstances of the case. the person was a drug trafficker.
D!l.NG;:ROUS DRUGS ,\CT '000 31

j
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"master" has the same meaning as in the merchant shipping act: "maritime zones". "territorial sea", "internal waters". "archipelagic waters" and
"historic warers" tiave the same meamng as in the maritime zones act: induces the eez: 3. piracy and maritime attack (l) (a) (b) acts 2011 11�9
any person who commits ? an act of piracy: or a maritime attack. shall ccnunir au offence and shall. on conviction. be liable to penal servitude
for a term not exceeding 60 }"ear<.
PIRACY .-U,1) :,.URIT!ME VIOLENCE .KT 2011 14

J
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(b) (c) the person ;e,ziug or exercising control of the ship under subsection ( !). or doing the act under subsection (1). as the case may be. is a
mauririus citizen: the act is committed in mauritius: or (5) any person who commits an offence under this section shall. on conviction, be. liable
to penal servitude for a term nor e:ccee<ling 60 years.
?!RACY .-L,1) '.\1.-\..'l!TI:\IE \ilOLE'.'iCE .-\.CT 2011 14
the act is committed in mauntius: Or acts 101 J 1153 (9) an:, person \\"hO-CO!lllllits an offence lUlder this Section shill.
penal servitude for a renu nor es.ceediug 60 years.
PIRACY .-\."'iD \!A"..R.ITI\.JE VIOLFNC:F ACT ?O! I 14

01i

com·iction.
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Figure 18. Sample Query 4 and Corresponding Answer

An interesting feature of our system is its ability to extract exact phrases from the
knowledge base. For example, suppose a user wanted to know the most severe sentences
in the Republic of Mauritius. He/She can input the text <for a term not exceeding 60
years>. However, this requires that the user has some knowledge of the content and how
it is structured. This feature will be very useful to those who will know how to use it well.
In this specific case, thirteen (13) answers have been returned which contains the
keyphrase, nine (9) of which are from the Criminal Code 1838, three (3) from the Piracy
and Maritime Act 2011 and one (1) from the Dangerous Drugs Act 2000. Thus, at the

l
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click of a button, we are able to know which legislations contain the most severe
sentences. In the same way, we can find all offences where the imprisonment is for a term
not exceeding 30 years or any other keyphrases can be entered.

Example 5: Query as a keyphrase in double quotes with filter

�mn

l
(3) notwithstanding subsection (2). any person convicted of an offence. under section 29 (2) or 30 shall be sentenced to a fine not exceeding 2
million rupees together with penal servitude for a 1e1111 nor exceeding 60 years. where it is averred and proved that. haring regard to :ti! the
circumstances of the case. the person was a d111g trafficker,
DA.1"\!GEROUS DRUGS ACT �000 31

Related Cases:
2013 SCJ 038-ST..\JE v BOUDEUSE CE..\RLES EDOUARD .-\.LBERT-3
2013 SCJ 041-P.-\.l.}.IYRE J L v TEE ST..\JE-3

J
J
J
J

J
J

Figure 19. Sample Query 5 and Corresponding Answer

The system also offers the opportunity to refine a result if too many answers are returned.
For example, in Example 4, thirteen (13) were returned. Now, if the user wants to get
only those sections which deal with drug offences, he/she can enter the word <drug> as
shown above after the double quoted keyphrase. Upon hitting search, only one answer is
returned in this case. The relevant cases from the knowledge base are also returned.
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Example 6: List of Acts

Am:

L {'ID !DUTIES .\ND T.\XESl .\CT I 0sn'
LA;,,TILORD AC\'D TEN.�'-'"T ACT 1999 15
'.\IAUR!TIUS L..\:\'D TRANSPORT Au"THORITY ACT 1009 15
E",'IRO">.·IDff A;-,1) L..\.C\TI USE APPEAL TRJBU"1AL ACT 201� OS "10T DI OPERATI0"1
LA'.l) . \.COUJS!TIOX . \.CT 197 3 II
L:\ND SUR\"EYQRS >CT 1076
AG ..\.LEGA JSL..\.',l) COU"1CIL ACT 2004 01
SHTE U"-TIS ,>.q 1874 19
OUTER ISL..\',l)S DE\1:LOP).JE:'ff CORPORATI0"1 ACT 198' 06
STATE L..\.C\l) 1 •.\.LIEX.\.TIOX\ ACT 1os3 03

oo

Related Cases:
1013 SCJ 015-BUSJ).1:SS P..\.RK OF i\l..\.URITIUS LTD,. SOCJETE Fu"TURA-4
:?013 SCJ 016-GR.�-.. 'D PORT SA\'.�'<N1: DISTRICT C01.J")ICJL v '.\-IONNER0"1i\l l\l &ORS-6
2013 SCJ 016-DEERPAUl. J v SEEBORUTH B-7
2013 SCJ 030-TOOR•.\.B ..\.l.LY A ·,D..\.BY A & ORS-6

Figure 20. Sample Query 6 and Corresponding Answer

In the example shown in Figure 19, we show that it is possible to list all the acts which
contain one or more of the search keywords in their title by checking the Acts checkbox .
..._
I

For example, the keyword <land> returns 12 acts, ranging from Land (Duties and Taxes)
Act 1984 to the State Land (Alienation) Act 1983. Four cases have also been returned. It
is possible for the user to input more than one keyword or a keyphrase in double quotes.

l

Example 7: Display of Acts

..J

r

LAND (DUTIES AND TAXES) ACT

J

Act 46 or 1984- 16 July 1984

'
_,.\

ARRANGEMENT OF SECTIONS

PART I - PRELIMINARY
l.

l
J

2.

Short title
Interpretation

Figure 21. Sample Query 7 and Corresponding Answer

A user can open the acts listed in any results in another window of the browser, as shown

1

......)

above in Figure 20, where the Land (Duties and Taxes) Act which was listed in Figure 19
has been opened for further reading. Once the act has been opened in a browser, the user
can download the act, print it, perform additional search or share its link.
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VII. Status of Outstanding Work from Progress Report
Submitted on 08th March 2016

-1

(a) Currently, the portal can only return only one answer in most cases. In the next
version, it will be possible to display several answers for each query.

-1

Update: It is now possible to display between 1 and 50 results for one query.
(b) The knowledge base itself has to be improved so that more relevant answers are

-1

l

retrieved and displayed to the user. For example, the section number should also be
displayed.
Update: The results are fine in most cases but improvements can still be made.
Displaying the section number for each answer requires some further work.

l /)

J•

-,
I

-i

(c) A help section will also be included in order to explain to users how to use the system
in the most efficient way.
Update: Guidelines have been provided on the home page on how to use the system.
(d) In the next version, we hope to make it possible for the user to download the full
legislation from the answer.

·1

J
J
) �

Update: This is now possible.
(e) Currently the knowledge base consists only of few legislations only. We are planning
to add some more legislations to the database.
Update: Some additional acts have been added but this is a continuous process.
(f) Judgements will also be added to the knowledge base in the next deliverable.

_I

Update: Some cases have been added but this is a continuous process.

J

(g) Re-evaluate the portal after making the suggested improvements.

J
J
J

Update: Feedback was received from various stakeholders and the comments were
taken into consideration as far as possible. For example, the user-interface is now
more user-friendly and users can now access the portal using their smartphone.
(h) Write the final report.
Update: Completed.
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VIII. Conclusions
This project is in line with national goals and the government vision of creating an
eJudiciary system for the Republic of Mauritius. The portal eJudiciary.mu is such a
platform which works 24/7 and which allows the submission of cases at anytime from
anywhere. eJudiciary Mauritius is considered to be one of the most advanced electronic
legal filing systems in the world and the first of its kind in Africa. It consists of

l
l

components such as lodging of cases, filing of legal documents and other case
management facilities. However, it does not cater for legal research. Thus, our web-based
question answer and information retrieval system intends to bridge this gap. Legal
research is a core activity in the legal domain and is both time-consuming and costly. The
availability of information at the click of a button will assist the judiciary and other legal
practitioners to become more efficient by hopefully help to reduce delays in the
preparation of cases, writing of judgements and the disposal of cases. This system will
contribute to making the human resources of the Mauritian Judiciary more efficient.

l
]
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Publications
Pudaruth, S., Gunputh, R. P., Soyjaudah, K. M. S. and Domun, P., 2016. A Question
Answer System for the Mauritian Judiciary. Extended abstract submitted to the
University ofMauritius Research Week 2016.

J

Software
A web-based question answer system has been implemented.
The website can be accessed at: http://lawanswers.me/
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